
GREAT MELTON C.C. CAPTAINS/MANAGERS’ REPORTS 2021 
 
1st TEAM – RICHARD WADDELL 
 
The 2021 season started with optimism, a bespoke training night and the whole of the first 
team squad being asked to sign up to a mission statement setting out aims and objectives 
for the season.  
 
A large squad bolstered by the returning Greenslade brothers and Martyn Cook, and new 
additions in the shape of Alex Haverson and Dom Evans gave us plenty of depth and was 
an initial indication that places in the side would have to be earned and worked for, not just 
a given, by training hard and performing when called upon. 
The season started as well as it could, as a team we expected to potentially be stronger 
with bat than ball and after setting Martham a daunting 252 to win on the opening day 
things looked to be playing out exactly as we hoped. However the rain intervened and 
washed that game out along with the following 2 games, which on paper were all very 
winnable. 
 
By the time we managed to get a full game in 3 weeks later we found ourselves facing up 
against our kryptonite side over the past few years with Bradenham away. A below par 
bowling a fielding performance left a tricky 220 to chase on a difficult wicket, however after 
initially being well placed at halfway through the chase with one down (B Mann 25) and 
with well set batters (Kannan 41 and Stearman 39), our chase fell away with a collapse 
finishing up 167 all out with 2 overs to spare.  
 
The following games were against Garboldisham A at home then Beccles away before 
playing Ashmanhaugh at home looked very winnable and Ashmanhaugh who were making 
the early running at the top of the table being our toughest fixture on paper. We made light 
work of Garby posting 219 (Kannan 51, C Greenslade 54) and bowling them out for 172 (J 
Greenslade 4-28, Haverson 3-35) and travelled to Beccles in high spirits. 
Beccles away proved to be probably our most controversial game of the season, on a 
damp wicket and winning the toss we inserted the opposition and they struggled to 152-6 
which we at halfway were very happy with. What followed was a combination of some of 
the worst umpiring and poor decision making from the Melton Batting unit I have witnessed 
on a cricket field. There were 4 questionable LBW decisions against us, including a 
hattrick and some poor shot selection which led to a humiliating 37 all out. It turns out 
batting first and scoring 150 is usually enough to win at Beccles – Hindsight is a wonderful 
thing. 
 
We had to dust ourselves off for the Ashmanhaugh game and in a mixed bowling 
performance which started with the opposition going off quickly we managed to slow them 
to what looked to be competitive before Joe Everett smote 56 from 28 to set an imposing 
256. Our chase contained a number of Cameos but without any real big contributions or 
partnerships our chase fell short on 178all out.  At this point of the campaign we were 
looking way off our initial goal of promotion, struggling at the opposite end of the table with 
only 2 games remaining in the first half of the season. 
 
The weather struck again, with our game against fellow strugglers Norwich A being called 
off which left us Great Witchingham at home to round up the first half of our fixtures. The 
best bowling a fielding performance of the season up to that point followed with the 
opposition being bowled out for 128 and the home side chasing the target 4 down. This 
result preceded a run of good performances in which we travelled to Martham and won a 



tight game thanks to another good bowling and fielding performance before crawling over 
the line 8 Wickets down. We then followed that result up with a good home performance to 
beat Swaffham with team Payne contributing 114 of a 183 target. Then we witnessed 
arguably one of the innings of the season by Chris Greenslade taking the opposition 
bowling attacked to bits once he got in, making 111 before falling LWB just before seeing 
the game home. 
 
Following the highs of beating Swaffham at home, our batting form nose dived and games 
away to Mattishall, home to Bradenham and away to Garboldisham all resulted in losses 
where we were bowled out for less that 125 on each occasion. This left the side teetering 
2nd bottom of the league coming into a must win home tie against Beccles. The away side 
were asked to bat first and the spin trio of Bickel, B Mann and Corey Rushton on first team 
debut tied the opposition in knots and dismissed them for 142 inside 30 overs. Chris 
Greenslade then stepped up again with his second league hundred of the season, scoring 
102 not out from 81 balls including 19 boundaries to see his side home without alarm 
inside 23 overs and pretty much securing division 2 cricket for next season. 
We then travelled to Ashmanhaugh where a decent bowling and fielding performance 
restricted the opposition to 187 but again the batting unit were unable to build on a number 
of starts and fell 50 runs short. 
 
We lost our final home game of the season to basement side Norwich A where a unusually 
poor bowling and fielding performance allowed the opposition to set 203 to win which 
should have been very attainable however after losing early wickets a middle order 
recovery was not quite able to see the side to victory losing by 18 runs. 
In our final game of the season, we were asked to bat first at Great Witchingham and the 
best team batting performance of the season ensued with Dom Evans anchoring the 
innings expertly making 71 and others contributing well around him including Matt Clarke 
with 44 and Nick Aston with 62 the basis of 247-6. 
 
The Witchingham response centred around a classy 113 not out from Oliver Hubbard, 
however tight enough bowling and lack of support from the other end ensured the home 
side never looked like getting close, falling 39 short in the end. A special mention must go 
out to Dale Weston for playing his only first team game of the season in this game bowling 
8 overs for 8 runs and being unlucky not to take a wicket. 
 
Over the course of the season, although we failed to meet our objective of promotion there 
were many positives to come out. First team training was well attended, the first team 
squad depth contributed to a strengthened second team, a number of juniors transitioned 
to first team cricket including impressive performances from Joe Graves, Rob Mackintosh 
and Corey Rushton, a number of fringe first team players also claimed places in the side 
and made important contributions to winning games including Kyle Weston and Nick Aston 
and a mid table finish in a season where we lost more games to weather than most was a 
decent result considering where we were at the halfway point. There were some fantastic 
individual performances also with Chris taking the top run scorer position scoring 418 runs 
@41.8 including 2 hundreds and 1 fifty. Ben Mann took the bowling crown with 21 victims 
@19.29.  
 
Finally, I shall not be standing for captaincy next season and I would like to thank the 
players for the support and dedication they have shown, buying into the changes we have 
made to move the club forward. I would also like to thank the volunteers that keep the 
ground and club running smoothly to allow us playing cricket – Mike, Grenners, Maria and 
the club committee generally without all the hard work we wouldn’t have such a great 



facility to use. Joey for taking on the coaching role and organising training and matchday 
warm ups and lastly Matt for his support at Vice Captain this season, stepping in when 
needed and offering advice (whether asked for or not). The thanks are not limited to those 
mentioned above as no doubt there are others I have forgotten and all the help has been 
appreciated this season and 4 before that. 
 
A TEAM – SIMON WOODS  
 
Norfolk Cricket Alliance Division 5 Runners-Up.  P16 W13 L2 A1 Pts 309 
 
2021 was a year to remember for Great Melton A. After several seasons of knocking on 
the door, we finally went that one step further & secured promotion back into Division 4 
after a 5 year absence. As a 2nd XI we are naturally in thrall to the first team, which can be 
a positive or negative influence as strength & availability fluctuate. This year, it most 
certainly worked in our favour. The heightened batting strength & consistency of availability 
helped us greatly, meaning we were able to field a strong team all season long.  
 
Cast your mind back to the early part of the season & you will recall that it barely stopped 
raining until June. Not only that but it was cold too: our opening fixture at Lowestoft was 
played out in single figure temperatures & I personally have never worn so many layers on 
a cricket field as I did that day. 
 
By a mixture of good fortune & determination, we only lost one game to the weather during 
the opening few weeks & we ended the month having won all 3 of our completed games. 
In early June we narrowly lost a last ball finish to rivals & eventual Champions, 
Ashmanhaugh & Barton Wanderers, despite a fine century from Jon Ellse. The next 3 wins 
throughout the rest of June were amongst the highlights of the season for varying reasons. 
Away to Norwich we bowled & fielded superbly to defend an under-par 157, whereas the 
wins over Old Catton & at Beccles were great all-round team performances when we were 
under-strength. Wins that kept us in touch at the top of the league. 
 
We largely cruised through July, winning all 5 matches comfortably but heading into August 
a top of the table clash at Wanderers loomed, as did more rain. In a reduced overs match, 
we snatched victory from the jaws of defeat thanks to a late charge by Kyle Weston, to win 
by 1 wicket, a result that meant that if we won all our remaining 3 games we would likely 
win the league. Sadly, we couldn’t quite manage this, falling at the penultimate hurdle: the 
always tricky visit to Old Catton where we were a little under strength & didn’t play quite at 
our best. In spite of a 25 point win over Beccles on the last day of the season, 
Ashmanhaugh did just enough in their last game to pip us to the post by 2 points (311 to 
our 309). The slenderest of margins over the course of the season. 
 
Any successful team is usually greater than the sum of its parts & I think that is true for us 
this season, as everyone made telling contributions at one time or another. We used 28 
players in total, 13 of whom played at least half the games. Jon Ellse, Richard Wood & 
Sam Mann were the mainstays of the batting, each scoring over 300 runs, including 
respective centuries. Nick Aston & Matt Rushton both weighed in with over 200, while Josh 
Wright, Kyle Weston & Kai Wilkinson-Loines made useful & telling contributions of their 
own. 
 
The ever-miserly Dale Weston bowed the most overs (109), almost a 3rd of which were 
maidens. Matt Henderson took the most wickets (23 at 10.17/each), closely followed by 
Josh Wright, who bowled some superb spells under-pressure & at pace, to return 19 



wickets at 11.21. Kyle Weston (16 @ 16.53) formed a strong new-ball partnership with 
Dale & his consistency rightly earned him promotion to the first team. Matt Rushton 
cemented his place as a solid A team all-rounder with 14 wickets, to go with his runs. 
 
Scottish footballer Steve Archibald once famously said that team spirit is an illusion only 
glimpsed in the aftermath of victory, but I disagree. I believe it can very much be a cause 
of success & I think that is true for us this season. The core of the team gelled superbly & I 
think generally enjoyed each other’s company, which made both playing in & leading this 
team a real pleasure. I would like to thank all the players for their effort, commitment, 
personality & humour exhibited throughout the course of a memorable season. 
 
Special thanks to Mike & Grenville, as ever, for their toil in producing the pitches we are 
privileged to play on (particularly in the trying conditions they had to endure this year), to 
the other skippers for their help & support throughout the season & to Nick Aston, for 
taking the reins when I was away. 
 
Finally, after 6 years as A Team captain I feel the time is right for me to step down & let 
someone else take the team forward into the next chapter. I am very proud of this team & 
am pleased to be able to walk away on a successful note, after one of the most enjoyable 
seasons I can remember. 
    
B TEAM – EUSHA FAWAD  
 
At the start of the season the club had strong availability and the B’s were able to field a 
balanced team with minor changes on a weekly basis. The pivotal point of the season was 
losing to Rackheath; after this we never really got back to the standards we set at the start 
of the season. Also with availability dropping the B’s suffered with team selection due to 
supporting higher teams with players who were key for us. 
 
The pros of this was giving youth players a chance. James Alcock was a key player for the 
B’s and may have not had a chance if availability was better. The cons were the lack of ex-
perience in batting, fielding & bowling which led to us being highly dependent on Imaad 
Khalid, deservedly player of the season, for runs.  
 
Understandable the B’s will never have the strongest squad but we need to ensure as a 
club there is a controlled flow of players from the C’s into the Firsts. It was difficult to field a 
competitive team for half the season which resulted in a hard-fought mid table finish.  
 
With regards to my first year as captain there are a lot of areas I need to improve in. Set-
ting an example to those around you and respecting the opposition are some of the core 
attributes for Melton captains. Although we should compete everyone should also have a 
chance to play and enjoy their cricket. I personally didn’t contribute enough to the team 
with a very low scoring season and hopefully this will improve next season.  
 
The 3rds were well below par with final league position and for this reason I would like to 
continue captaincy on to next season to ensure the B’s achieve a higher standard they are 
definitely capable of.  
 
C TEAM – DUNCAN GREENSLADE  
 
The C team finished the season 9th having won, lost 9, had 2 abandoned and 4 cancelled. 
Having started the season with a win away to Diss we never managed to get another.  



Even when finding ourselves in a position where we should have gone on to win we 
managed to find ways to lose. 34 players where selected for at least one game with 9 
juniors making their debut in senior league cricket, all contributing well with either bat or 
ball and sometimes both which was pleasing to see.  
 
Paul Stevens was deservedly player of the season leading the way with the bat and his 
return to bowling. Overall I feel the C team has done its job by giving many senior players 
a chance of enjoying playing cricket and juniors a taste of senior cricket which is important 
for the future of the club. 
 
Looking ahead to next season I am happy to continue as captain of the C Team. 
 
SUNDAY TEAM – JOEY GREENSLADE  

The Sunday side had seen a very indifferent season. The standard of the league displayed 
huge variance with some teams proving too strong, whilst others remained competitive 
and the odd team being of a lower standard. Thanks to the dismissal of Caister from the 
league at the last game, the Sunday side finished bottom of the MNSL Shield Premier Divi-
sion with 77 points – with a record of 2 wins and 6 losses whilst also conceding 2 games. 
Despite this record, when we were able to field a team, it usually proved strong enough to 
keep the games competitive even if it didn’t lead to victories in the end.  

The man problem this year was a significant lack of availability for Sunday’s which showed 
as we cancelled 2 fixtures for not being able to raise a side. A strong reliance was placed 
on a core 4 to 5 first team quality players that turned up week in week out to help get a 
squad out and aid in making the games competitive. Thanks has to go to senior players 
Tim Hales, Ben and Sam Mann, Dom Evans, Connor Stearman, Matt Rushton and Steve 
Cadge for being a part of this core group in some way.  

Looking at the performances, wins against Acle and North Runcton definitely highlighted 
that when the side was at its strongest, we were able to compete against teams with play-
ers of a higher calibre. These games also highlighted the best of Sunday cricket – a solid 
mix of experienced first team level cricketers and upcoming fantastic juniors, enjoying 
cricket whilst maintaining an excellent standard.  

The shining light has been the sporadic use of the juniors. They have come into the side 
proving their ability to play at the higher level and drawing the interest from players along-
side them. They perfectly integrated into the team not only on the pitch but in the social 
setting creating a highly successful team morale and cohesion. Youngsters such as Rob 
Mackintosh, Joe Graves, Taha Raja, and Flynn Crosthwaite are the main ones to note but 
there were many more that made impactful appearances.  

Overall, the Sunday side still looks like an effective platform to enjoy cricket and expose 
juniors to higher level cricket in a more relaxed environment. However, the distinct lack of 
availability week in week out from the entirety of the club shows a lack of enthusiasm to-
wards Sunday cricket and the potential to be highly competitive at this level.  

WOMEN’S TEAM – TRISH ELLSE  
 
First matches of the 2021 season were in a new ECB Vitality T20 league which saw the team play 
in Knock Out Rounds against 2 strong Ladies teams from Suffolk.  Though both games were lost 



the experience the ladies gained in facing teams with players from the Ladies Suffolk Country 
teams and who also play in the new Ladies IPL league was a great experience. 
 
For the first time the club hosted a Ladies Cricket Softball Festival attended by 48 girls & ladies 
who played on three pitches on the GMCC ground.  This was also the first time families were en-
courage to support and the bar and BBQ were open for business but with appropriate Covid re-
strictions in place.  A great big thank you to all the incredible volunteers on the evening and it was 
a great success.  GMCC Ladies subsequently entered a team into the NCB Ladies Cricket Softball 
League and, as a result of the inhouse festival, several ladies joined the league team.  We also 
saw the softball league as an opportunity for some of the junior U15 girls not yet strong enough to 
play hardball cricket, to have an opportunity to play competitively.   We recognise there is a gap in 
levels from the U13 girls to senior ladies.  The festivals were played towards the end of the season 
and enjoyed by all. 
 
4 new ladies with no cricket experience have attended training on Thursday evenings as well as a 
new lady who played a few years ago.  Thursday training has been well attended with an average 
between 12 and 14 each week in senior training and some of the U15s bouncing between Matt and 
Jonathan each week. Like most the Ladies Team have had their fair share of players being in iso-
lation, two of our players unfortunately had Covid themselves but this did not impact our ladies 
team in terms of availability or team mates needing to isolate as at the time they were not in con-
tact with the team.   
 
The undoubted highlight of the season was Great Melton Ladies winning the Shell Women’s Sum-
mer League.  After losing the first match we won all the others with Alice Brand and Rebecca 
Davey finishing in the league’s top four batters and Alice Greenslade and Megan Ellse in the top 
four bowlers.   
 
A new approach this year has seen Rachael Hustler stepping into the Captaincy and being sup-
ported by alternating selected senior players as Vice-Captain giving opportunity to grow leadership 
within the team.  This has been exciting to see and well received within the team.  Three of the la-
dies team, Alice Greenslade, Megan Ellse and Rachael Hustler attended a free Support Coach 
Worker’s Course, a free initiative offered by the NCB. 
 
We ended a very successful season with a mixed ladies & girls end of season match on the 5th 
September before 4 of our ladies headed off to university.  
 


